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Magnivisor   Deluxe™

LED Lighted Head Visor Magnifier 

Congratulations on selecting your new Carson Visor Magnifier! In order 
to achieve optimum performance, please follow instructions for proper 
use and care. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

Magnification:  1.5x, 2x, 2.5x, 3x Dimensions: 7.6" x 2.3" x 9.7" 

Lens Width:                  4" Batteries:  3 AAA (not included) 

Weight: 0.33 lbs Accessories:  Microfiber Cloth and 4 Lenses in Protective Case 

INSTALLING BATTERIES 

1. Turn Magnivisor™ over and place one hand
 underneath removable LED Lamp.  With the
 opposite hand, use a tool such as a pen  
 and insert into hole to push LED Lamp out
 from compartment. 

Important: DO NOT PULL LED LAMP
 FROM VISOR. Push from underneath to  
 avoid damaging the light. 

2. Press lever to remove battery door and insert 3 AAA
 batteries in the correct polarity. Reattach battery  
 

3. Return LED Lamp to top of visor, or use separately  
 as a table light or flashlight. LED Lamp is also magnetic
 and can attach to any metal surface. If not using  
 with visor, included insert will fill the compartment. 
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WARNING: Use only alkaline batteries. Mixing old and new, different brands or types within brands may cause 
batteries to leak, overheat or explode. Keep away from fire or excessive heat. Inspect batteries for corrosion or 
leakage. Insert in direction indicated. Rechargeable batteries not recommended.  
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INSERTING / REMOVING LENSES 

1. Select desired lens from protective case. 
2. Insert lens tabs into holder located underneath the visor.  There will be
 an audible click when locked into place.
 Please note:  The flat part of the lens should face inward.  The curved  
 portion should face out.
3. Gently pull on lens to remove from holder and return to case when done.
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door when done. 



ADJUSTING VISOR FIT 

Press and hold buckle (A) and slide strap (B) for 
desired fit. Release buckle to lock in place.  

USING LED LIGHT 

Push red button on LED Lamp to turn light on and off.  
Angle of headlight can be adjusted 30° to the left or 
right and about 90° up or down.  
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Slide to adjust fit 
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To avoid eye damage: Do not look at the sun or bright objects. Do not place lighted magnifier directly upon human eye. 

CLEANING AND CARE 

• Clean using microfiber lens cloth. Do not use any abrasives, chemical cleaners, or solvents. 

• To avoid scratching, handle lenses with care and store in case when not in use. 

˜°˛˝˙ˆˇ˘��ˇ˘���ˇ��If you experience any difficulties, 
please contact us and we will be happy to help you. 

For warranty information, visit www.carson.com/warranty 
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